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Article 9

SUSAN M. O’SHAUGHNESSY

The Neglected Miracle of Pentecost
“O God, in whom we live and move and have our being: We
humbly pray thee so to guide and govern us by thy Spirit, that in
all the cares and occupations of our life we may not forget thee,
but may remember that we are ever walking in thy sight.”1
My interpretation of the story of Pentecost is inspired by
the work of Liz Spelman, Professor of Philosophy at Smith
College and Maria Lugones, Associate Professor of Comparative
Literature at SUNY Binghamton. They are both known for
their work in critical race theory and feminist philosophy. In
1983, they published an essay together entitled: “Have We Got a
Theory for You! Feminist Theory, Cultural Imperialism and the
Demand for ‘the Woman’s Voice’.”2 At that time many feminists
were trying to find their voices and make themselves heard.
The trouble was that in a man’s world only the man’s voice was
audible. Furthermore, the man’s voice was not identified as male.
It called itself “the voice of reason, objectivity and sense.” And,
because the man’s voice was the voice of reason, objectivity, and
sense, all other voices uttered only unreason, subjectivity, and
nonsense. Many feminists thought that the woman’s voice must
finally be heard. She should be thought equally capable of uttering reasonable, objective and sensible claims for equality, human
rights and freedom. She must be allowed to speak for herself.
While Lugones and Spelman agreed that the man’s voice (especially the voice of the white man of privilege) was the only one being
heard, they worried that it was mainly white women of privilege
who were allowed to shape the woman’s voice. White/Anglo women
were speaking for others about whom they knew little or nothing.
They were doing to women of color, immigrant women, uneducated
women and others what had been done to them by white men of
privilege, leaving them out of the discussion. Well-educated white/
Anglo women acted as if they knew what all women wanted.
Spelman and Lugones point out that in fact, women of privilege know less about women of color than women of color know
about them. They write:
...it is presumed to be the case that those who do the theory
know more about those who are theorized than vice versa: hence

it ought to be the case that if it is white/Anglo women who write
for and about all other women, then white/Anglo women must
know more about all other women than other women know
about them. But in fact just in order to survive, brown and Black
women have to know a lot more about white/Anglo women—
not through the sustained contemplation theory requires, but
through the sharp observation stark exigency demands.
Women of color have to know how to get along in the white/
Anglo woman’s world, but white/Anglo women do not need to
know how to get along in the worlds of women of color. Notice
further, that immigrant women, like Lugones, must learn the
dominant language in order to survive. Women of privilege in
the United States do not need to speak Spanish, Swahili, Arabic
or Portuguese. While some well-meaning white women of privilege may feel an obligation to speak on behalf of women of color,
poor women, immigrant women, Lugones and Spelman insist
that they stop speaking for others. Instead, they should find
ways to listen to what other women have to say for themselves.
Let us turn now to the polyglot miracle of Pentecost. Acts
2:1-8 read as follows:
When the day of Pentecost had come, the disciples were all
together in one place.
And suddenly from heaven there came a sound like the
rush of a violent wind, and it filled the entire house where
they were sitting. Divided tongues, as of fire, appeared among
them, and a tongue rested on each of them. All of them were
filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other languages, as the Spirit gave them ability. Now there were devout
Jews from every nation under heaven living in Jerusalem.
And at this sound the crowd gathered and was bewildered,
because each one heard them speaking in the native language
of each. Amazed and astonished, they asked, “Are not all
these who are speaking Galileans? And how is it that we hear,
each of us, in our own native language?” (RSV)
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The first important thing to notice is that for these immigrant
Jews who speak other languages, the bewilderment comes, not from
the sound from heaven which is “like the rush of a violent wind,”
nor from the “divided tongues, as of fire” resting on the disciples,
but from Galileans speaking in their native languages. I don’t know
about you, but the rush of a violent wind from heaven and tongues
as of fire on peoples’ heads would surely astonish me! But, instead, it
is the polyglot miracle that astonishes Jews from other nations. They
are “amazed and perplexed” to hear Galileans speaking to them in
their own languages. They wonder what this means.
The second thing to notice is that the response of the men of
Judea and of the native inhabitants of Jerusalem is very different from the response of the Jews from other nations. The men
of Judea and the native inhabitants of Jerusalem think that the
apostles are “filled with new wine.” (Acts 2:13) They do not even
recognize that other languages are being spoken. They think the
apostles must be babbling drunken gibberish. In fact, Peter feels
compelled to defend himself and his fellow apostles by claiming that it is too early in the day for their strange utterances to
be debauched nonsense. Peter insists that what is happening is
the fulfillment of the prophesy of Joel that “young men shall see
visions, and old men shall dream dreams.” (Acts 2:17)
The third thing to notice, and what inspires me, is that even
Peter does not understand what is happening. He knows it is a
miracle, but he does not know that he and his friends are saying
things that make perfect sense in other languages. The immigrant Jews are the ones who know what God said. They know
what the miracle of Pentecost is and are astonished.
Now, I want to ask another question: Why did the writer of
Acts fail to tell us what God said? How am I supposed to know
what God said at Pentecost, if the author of Acts doesn’t bother
to mention it? We are told only that the Jews heard the apostles
speaking about God’s deeds of power. Why not be more specific?
Isn’t the message from God more important than the messenger
or the means of delivery?
I want to suggest that the fact that the apostles and the readers
of this text do not know what God said at Pentecost, and the fact
that other people, the devout Jews from other nations, do know
what God said, forces us to reinterpret what it means to listen to
God. In fact, it forces us to re-think discipleship. We had thought
that the disciples were sent out to tell others the good news.
We had thought that tongues as of fire over the disciples’ heads
marked them as vestibules of God’s wisdom which they were to
pass on to all nations. But if we take Pentecost seriously, we learn
that we are like Peter. We mean well, but we need to listen to what
others know about God instead of thinking ourselves fit to speak
on their behalf. Pentecost makes us re-examine why the disciples
must go out to all nations—they must go there to learn from the

Jews of other nations what God said to them. Pentecost makes
us re-examine how we must love one another. Rather than speak
on behalf of others, we must let them speak for themselves. We
must learn another’s language so that we can understand her when
she tells us what God said to her in her language. And Pentecost
makes us re-examine our conviction that we have privileged access
to the message of the Holy Spirit. Disciples of old and disciples
of today must set aside their self-righteousness in order that they
might listen to God and to the message God gave to others.
This miracle of Pentecost reminds us that people of privilege
know less than the foreigner, the immigrant, the oppressed,
the woman, the child. If we want to know the good news, we
must learn to listen in new languages to new voices. We must
lift up the neglected miracle of Pentecost. We must attempt to
understand one another, indeed, to love one another, in this way.
A way that defeats cultural imperialism. A way that subverts our
dominance and calls into question our righteousness. The only
proper motivation for learning about the experiences of others is
friendship, which requires trust and care. It requires wishing to
know another’s heart and allowing her to speak for herself.
When I travel I must try to learn the languages and customs
of the people I visit. I ought also to learn the languages of the
immigrants, foreigners, and oppressed in my community. When
I read a novel, a work of philosophy, a scientific treatise, scripture, or a letter from a friend, I must listen openly, allow them
to guide me; to surprise, delight, challenge, and intrigue me.
Further, I must be in dialogue with others in order to discover
what is divine in my own experience, traditions, and customs.
I must explore, question, examine myself. This is also what it
means to listen. Only when I do this can I listen to God.
I cannot learn directly God’s language. Nor can I acquaint
myself directly with God’s customs, for I am a human being.
I am not Divine. The message of Pentecost, especially if I am a
Galilean, is that I must learn the languages of all nations, so that
when God speaks through my mouth to the Jews of other nations,
I too might understand what God says. I must allow myself to be
questioned in the intimacy of friendship. I must expect that others
know better what God has said. The message of Pentecost is to
listen to God by truly listening to and loving one another.
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